Abstract—Software architecture is a key factor in the success of software product line (SPL) engineering. A SPL architecture has to incorporate the commonalities as well as the variabilities of the products in a SPL. Presenting variability in the views and models that suit the stakeholders’ concerns is essential for the success of a SPL. However, a literature study has taught us that current research provides insufficient attention to incorporate variability in the architecture description. Moreover, experiences with stakeholders in the field reveal that there is a need for flexible generation of architecture views tailored to the specific needs of the stakeholders of a SPL.

To tackle these challenges we propose the Architecture Query Language Framework. Central in this framework are an architecture model for SPL, Dynamic Viewpoints (DV), and an Architecture Query Language (AQL). The architecture model supports modeling of domain-specific architectures, covering structural, allocation and variability concerns. The model is supported by an architecture repository that refines architectural knowledge of the SPL. A DV defines the data model to support on-demand view derivation from the architecture repository according to the stakeholder needs. DV are supported by an Architecture Query Language and an accompanying engine which allows flexible and fine-grained querying of the model repository. The research will be evaluated in two case studies with industrial partners and an empirical study in the context of master course on advanced software architecture.

I. MOTIVATION

Software Product Lines (SPL) are receiving increasing attention in software engineering research. SPL are a key enabler to establish strategic reuse. In a SPL approach, products are derived from the common set of reusable assets defined in the context of a specific domain [27].

One of the key factors in the success of SPL is the SPL architecture. Software architecture defines a system’s essential structures, which comprise software elements, the externally visible properties of those elements and the relationships between them [4]. The architectural description of a SPL architecture should include the definition of the commonalities (platform) and variabilities of the SPL. Although, numerous variability models have been presented, the specification of variability at the architectural level seems to be insufficient.

To document a software architecture, multiple architecture documentation frameworks have been proposed (e.g. viewpoints based [18], [4] and design decision centric [17]). Architecture documentation is a key communication vehicle and as such should be expressive enough to describe the various concerns of the stakeholders. These concerns are usually captured using different models and views. Architecture addresses the most important requirements and is typically expressed with the use of the stakeholders’ domain concepts. Presenting software architecture and variability in the terms and concepts of the stakeholder is essential for the success of a SPL [25]. Work on architectural views that consider variability exists, e.g. [31], [30]. However, the mapping between variability models and architecture views needs further study.

As software evolves over time, architecture and all architecture related artefact (which document the stakeholders’ concerns) should be maintained to keep the architectural documentation consistent. Whenever an artefact from the platform is changed, the changes can be propagated to all products in which the artefact is used. Without proper tool support, consistency management of architecture documentation can be a laborious task.

In this research, we propose the Architecture Query Language Framework that aims to contribute to the challenges discussed above. This framework allows on-demand view derivation from an architecture repository. This repository is based on an architecture model with first-class support for variability that allows specification of domain-specific SPL architectures. The approach is supported by an Architecture Query Language and accompanying engine which allows flexible and fine-grained querying of the architecture repository. The research will be evaluated in two case studies with industrial partners and an empirical study in the context of master course on software architecture.

II. OBJECTIVES

The overall goal of this research is:

To define a flexible Architectural Query Language (AQL) which can be used to dynamically derive views from a SPL architecture repository.

To realize the main goal, two additional goals were defined:

• To define an architecture description model (the data model used by the AQL) with support for structural and deployment elements;
• To support SPL variability modeling at the architectural level; i.e. incorporate variability in the architecture description model.

To realize these goals multiple tasks were defined:
A. Theoretical fundamentals; i.e. the study, definition and development of:

- Domain-specific architecture models (specific syntax and semantics);
- A generalized architectural model (generic syntax and semantics);
- Variability models and their integration with the architectural model;
- The relations between different model types.

B. Validation of the fundamentals, i.e.:

- Development of the necessary tools to put the fundamentals in practice;
- Application of the approach in two different application domains;
- Empirical evaluation of the approach with advanced master students.

An overview of the concrete planning is presented in section VI.

III. RESEARCH METHODS

This research aims to realize relevant, evaluated and scientifically validated results in the domain of software architecture for SPL. The scientific methodology is based on four pillars:

1) Application-driven research. This research starts from real-world requirements and develops solutions relevant for the cooperating parties. The intermediate findings are evaluated in practice, providing feedback to steer the basic research.

2) Iterative approach for complexity management. This approach allows focusing on specific sub-problems and gradually integrating them to build the solution for the overall problem.

3) Empirical evaluation of results. An empirical study will be set up to evaluate the research results. This allows to obtain qualitative insights and feedback from practitioners.

4) Validation for selected domains. The research results will be applied and validated in two SPL case studies. These studies in collaboration with industry will demonstrate the feasibility and use of the generalized architecture model and the AQL in two different settings.

The research plan comprises the following stages:

- Domain analysis and definition of domain-specific models (definition of domain concepts and variability);
- Definition of the generic architecture model through analysis of domain specific models (definition of generic and domain-specific elements and relationships);
- Domain-specific viewpoints definition (along with domain specific query primitives and mechanisms);
- Definition of the architecture query language (incl. realization of the query engine).

IV. SKETCH OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION

To address the need of deriving customized architecture views, we propose the Architectural Query Language Framework. Figure 1 shows the realization overview of the AQL Framework.

The Views derive component provides on-demand views. To build a view, the component uses Dynamic Viewpoint (DV) definitions, which are stored in the Viewpoints repository, and architectural data, collected from Models Repository. A DV defines a data model and data presentation method to address one or more concerns of a given set of stakeholders. Viewpoints can be defined by the architect or other stakeholders.

To actually access the architectural data, the Query Engine component is used. The query engine interprets and executes the queries. Queries are defined using the Architecture Query Language (AQL).

Whereas a viewpoint provides a description of the conventions and the data model for the realization of a view, the AQL provides fine-grained primitives to query the architecture model to generate the view according to the given viewpoint definition.

The architecture model repository for a given system can be populated in two complementary ways:

- Harvesting process (Harvesters component) - which is an automatic process of collecting the architectural knowledge from existing artifacts. Harvesting is particularly useful when architecture data has to be discovered from existing/legacy systems.
- Manual update (Modeling tools component) - the models are updated by stakeholders (typically the software architect); the repository model can be updated with data manipulation tools provided for the specific description language used by stakeholders.

Queries defined in the AQL are used for retrieving the data from the architectural repository. The structure of the repository is defined by Architectural repository model, see Figure 2.

Model concepts are defined at two levels: domain-specific and generic. The Generic model introduces concepts for expressing the allocation of software elements to hardware nodes (Allocation model), structural elements and relationships between the elements (C&C model), and variability concerns (Variability model). In addition, the relations between concepts from different models are part of the generic model.

Domain-specific concepts represent the elements and relationships between elements for a particular domain. Domain-specific concepts are defined in terms of the generic model concepts. As such, the generic model provides core architectural knowledge which can be reused to describe domain-specific model concepts. Besides reusability, the two model levels also supports fine-grained expression of queries of the AQL. In particular, it allows a flexible combination of generic language constructs with domain-specific constructs.

The complete AQL Framework will be defined and developed in a bottom-up approach. Subsequently, we will apply:
1) Analysis of two domain architectures, including variability analysis;
2) Definition of domain-specific models and tools (definition of Dynamic Viewpoints and AQL queries for the domains);
3) Generalization of domain-specific concepts and tool support (definition of reusable parts of viewpoints - in particular a viewpoint for variability - and definition of the grammar of the AQL).

In the remainder of this section, we will elaborate on the main elements of the AQL Framework.

A. Case studies for domain-specific models

This research is driven by two industrial case studies. For each case, domain-specific models are defined.

1) Egemin Warehouse Inc.: builds logistic systems for transporting goods in warehouses or factories. The systems are developed in the .NET environment. An overview of a system
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is shown in Figure 3. Client and Service components communicate using the Logistic Platform (SPL platform) which is a distributed middleware component. Host connections are omitted to simplify the diagram. Each Component consists of several Assemblies which are reusable deployment units.

Since logistic systems are long-lived systems, the SPL platform as well as specific product-specific are subject to evolution. However, upgrading even a single component in a logistic system is less trivial as it seems. Identifying the set of assemblies that have to be replaced is essential to prevent unnecessary shutdown of system components and unnecessary recertification costs. However, determining the scope of an upgrade is hard. Assemblies are strongly interdependent, so upgrading one component of the system may require other components to be taken offline for an upgrade as well. Even for a simple installation, the number of dependencies between the assemblies can be in the order of 100. Updating the SPL platform requires an impact analysis of every affected installation. Manual analysis is error-prone and therefore a tool supported process is desirable. The AQL Framework aims to semi-automate the updating process of Egemin’s SPL.

The Egemin case study is an example of project-integrating adaptation scenario [28]. The identification and codification of the variability at the architectural level is an important concern which must be solved.

2) SDG Bluetooth Advertisement: SDG is a company that provides mobile advertising solutions. Advertisements are geographically localized (with the use of Bluetooth technology) and add support for interactive capabilities to traditional advertisement channels (e.g. billboards).

The Bluetooth Advertisement system is a bluetooth broadcasting server which support multi-content transfers. The existing solution is well defined, but provides a limited set of functions. To enhance its market position, the company is planning to introduce an end-customer configurable family of the advertisement products.

An analysis of the existing product architecture has shown that the current system is not flexible enough to support the intended change. Therefore, a new SPL architecture is being designed with explicit support for variability.
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**Fig. 3. Overview of Egemin Warehouse Inc. Installation.** Since logistic systems are long-lived systems, the SPL platform as well as specific product-specific are subject to evolution. However, upgrading even a single component in a logistic system is less trivial as it seems. Identifying the set of assemblies that have to be replaced is essential to prevent unnecessary shutdown of system components and unnecessary recertification costs. However, determining the scope of an upgrade is hard. Assemblies are strongly interdependent, so upgrading one component of the system may require other components to be taken offline for an upgrade as well. Even for a simple installation, the number of dependencies between the assemblies can be in the order of 100. Updating the SPL platform requires an impact analysis of every affected installation. Manual analysis is error-prone and therefore a tool supported process is desirable. The AQL Framework aims to semi-automate the updating process of Egemin’s SPL.

The Egemin case study is an example of project-integrating adaptation scenario [28]. The identification and codification of the variability at the architectural level is an important concern which must be solved.

2) SDG Bluetooth Advertisement: SDG is a company that provides mobile advertising solutions. Advertisements are geographically localized (with the use of Bluetooth technology) and add support for interactive capabilities to traditional advertisement channels (e.g. billboards).

The Bluetooth Advertisement system is a bluetooth broadcasting server which support multi-content transfers. The existing solution is well defined, but provides a limited set of functions. To enhance its market position, the company is planning to introduce an end-customer configurable family of the advertisement products.

An analysis of the existing product architecture has shown that the current system is not flexible enough to support the intended change. Therefore, a new SPL architecture is being designed with explicit support for variability.
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**Fig. 4. Overview of SDG Bluetooth Advertisement configuration scenarios.** In diagram a) the single-location-multi-node configuration, and in b) multi-location-multi-node are presented.

Figure 4 presents two scenarios of the planned product configurations. In the part a), a single-location-multiple-nodes scenario is shown. This configuration enables product installations in large facilities (e.g. shopping malls). Part b) presents a multi-location installation scenario. In this scenario, different locations share synchronized information about the state of the advertisement campaign (e.g. promotion code support in a chain of restaurants).

The variability in the Bluetooth Advertisement solution can be observed at the level of content delivery strategies, nodes functionality, and installation configuration. The product is planned to be build on top of the OSGi platform.

The introduction of the SDG SPL can be considered as an independent adaptation scenario [28].
• Variation points and variants - which are directly introduced to Allocation and C&C models.

A feature describes the variability on the functional level (i.e. what is realized). Each feature maps to one or more variation points which have to be realized to introduce the feature in a given product. A variability point defines the policy of its realization (i.e. how it is realized). A variant realizes one of more variation points. As such, relations between variants and features are inherent parts of the generic model. Our approach to variability modeling in architecture is inspired by the model proposed in [27].

A SPL architecture can be seen as a platform (definition of the commonalities) along with the assets (variants) database. Therefore, initial product architectures can be derived from the SPL architecture by features selection. Feature selection defines the customization of a set of variability points. This set (along with the features and variants relations) can be used for the automatic pre-selection of suitable variants.

The concepts of the generic model can be used to define domain-specific models. The architectural data repository reifies the generic model and its domain-specific extensions to store architectural knowledge of concrete systems. The generic model supports the common parts of the AQL grammar, and the general parts of the AQL query engine and viewers that are used to present views to the stakeholders.

C. Relations between domain-specific and generic models

A domain-specific modeling concepts are expressed in terms of generic modeling concepts. Different types of relations can be distinguished, i.e.:

- Elements equivalence mapping (for example in the Egemin case: Assembly is a Deployment Unit)
- Rule base mapping (for example in the SDG Bluetooth Advertisement case: OSGi Bundle is a Component having Manifest artifact of type Resource)

D. Architecture Query Language

The Architectural Query Language defines a grammar for the specification of queries. The queries are interpreted and executed by the query engine to derive architectural data stored in repository. The repository reifies the concepts of the generic model (as well as the related domain-specific concepts). This allows for the reuse of querying mechanism. However, the semantics of the generic model concepts can be hard to understand by stakeholders. Therefore, the AQL definition will provide a domain-specific, user-customizable interface to architecture knowledge repository. Under the hood, the AQL exploits the mappings between domain-specific and generic model concepts.

Besides retrieving views from the architecture repository, other usage scenarios of the AQL are possible:

- Data mining - a possible stakeholder’s concern in this scenario is historical data analysis. For this scenario, the AQL queries can be executed for multiple projects (e.g. find all products which containing finger print reader variant of the door lock).

• Product derivation for a SPL - in this scenario, the AQL queries can extract possible variants for sets of features that (along with the platform) define a product architecture.

- Patterns/concept discovery - querying one domain repository with queries defined for another domain can help in discovering patterns common to both domains.

E. Dynamic viewpoints

A viewpoint is defined as the “work product establishing the conventions for the construction, interpretation and use of architecture views and associated architecture models” [16]. In other words, a viewpoint is the definition of the view. A Dynamic viewpoint is the definition of a view which can be derived from existing architectural models/knowledge. Dynamic views can be used to present up-to-date architectural information about the concern of a given stakeholder (or set of stakeholders).

The definition of a viewpoint consist of:

- A description of the purposes and audience for the view (Why is the viewpoint defined).
- A set of AQL queries - an AQL query defines the data model required for a given view derivation. This model is used to retrieve a selection of the repository content (and in this sense created on-demand). The set of queries defines the data available for a given view (What data is presented).
- A viewer - defines the presentation of the architectural data of the view (How is the data presented).

Views can be used to present single-model information or inter-model information. The AQL allows for even more advanced queries with the use of object attributes and structural dependencies. Examples of viewpoints which can be defined by stakeholder are: component-deployment viewpoint (defines the relations between allocation and C&C elements), security variants viewpoint (defines the variability of a product filtered for a specific concern), and conflicting variation points viewpoint (useful for analysis purposes).

Viewers and AQL queries have the potential to be re-useable artifacts for the definition of multiple viewpoints. In the AQL framework, the effort required for view maintenance is only the cost of maintaining the viewpoint definition. In this way views can be considered dynamic - the viewer presents an up-to-date snapshot of architectural data, and its content evolves with the evolution of the system and its model.

V. EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION

The first expected contribution of this research is improved understanding and expression of variability at the architectural level. Since this research is conducted in collaboration with industrial partners, concrete needs for variability modeling have to be identified and tackled. The practical use of the AQL Framework can result in the identification of new interesting scenarios of SPL variability analysis and product derivation.
Second, the AQL Framework aims to make a step towards providing tools for flexible articulation of stakeholders concerns. The definition of dynamic viewpoints can bridge the gap between architectural knowledge (internal - knowledge management) and representation (external - expression of concerns). In other words this research underpins a compelling motivation for reuse of architectural knowledge-entities relations, and architectural knowledge reification in general.

Third, the AQL Framework has the potential to reduce the cost of maintaining architecture knowledge. As dynamic views can be derived on-demand, they are implicitly consistent with the artifacts representing the system’s software architecture.

Fourth, the effort of defining a multi-facet generic model for SPL architectures can facilitate the understanding of domain-specific architectural concepts. The mapping of domain-specific architectural concepts to general concepts can contribute to a better understanding of architectural concepts/patterns common to a particular domain (e.g. the architectural concepts for the .NET environment).

This project aims to define a flexible AQL Framework for the generation of dynamic views that is applicable to a variety of application domains. However, the generality of the approach may be restricted by the specificity of the case studies that will be studied in this work. Nevertheless, there are good indications that this risk is limited. First, the research is conducted with industrial partners which deliver usable solutions for different application domains. The generalization over these domains will contribute to the applicability of the approach. Second, the additional empirical evaluation will provide feedback that can be used to adjust the approach with respect to identified reusability problems.

VI. PROGRESS IN SOLVING THE STATED PROBLEM

As explained in section III, this research has a multi-stage character. Initial ideas have been presented in [24]. The ongoing work focuses on domain-specific tasks in the two case studies.

An overview of the research planning is shown in Figure 5. The tasks are described with respect to application domains. The Egemin case is divided into two phases. In the first phase, the evolution of Egemin products is studied, including the definition of domain-specific models, queries and views. Then, a prototype tool is built supporting dynamic evolution of logistic systems. In the second phase, modeling of the platform’s variability is introduced to the domain model (and the tool). After each phase feasibility evaluation is performed. The SDG OSGi case has a similar structure.

Recently a tool to support the software evolution of Egemin’s SPL was developed. Figure 6 shows a snapshot of the GUI of the tool with an evolution view. This view provides information about the differences between the actual and expected installation of a product. Engineers and maintainers at Egemin use the view for change impact analysis (e.g. how do updates of common platform components influences the products) and consistency analysis (e.g. are all the dependencies of the updated installation resolved). The architecture repository model used in the evolution viewpoint is domain-specific. The underlying data model was built with Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) technology. The access to the data collected in the repository (using harvesters) was realized by a query engine. This prototype query engine was built with the EMF Query module. Figure 6 shows an excerpt of an on-demand view. The evolution viewpoint defines a set of queries for data extraction, a tabular based interactive viewer, and data binding. However, this is a proof of concept solution and a more flexible mechanisms will be implemented in the later stages.

\[\text{Fig. 6. Evolution viewpoint - installation inconsistency view}\]

The architecture of the SDG solution is under development. For now the part of variability was identified and the domain model is being codified.

VII. PLANNED PROJECT EVALUATION

Evaluation is crucial to acquire scientific evidence of the validity and usability of the proposed research results. This research will include evaluation of intermediate results as well as validation of the final results.

A. Sub-goals evaluation.

After accomplishment of each sub-goal, an internal evaluation (research setting) as well as an external evaluation (setting with domain experts) is planned. The evaluation consists of three activities; planning, evaluation, and results interpretation with feedback. Planning activities include: (1) the description of the experimental context; (2) description of the experimental design; (3) definition of the data collection; (4) determining the approach for analyzing the results; (5) determining the
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approach to present the results; (6) determining the approach to interpret the results. The actual evaluation will follow the planning. The main goal of the evaluation of intermediate results is to get feedback about intermediate research results and adjust the research direction, which is part of the result interpretation with feedback activity.

B. Validation of the research outcomes.

To validate the AQL Framework controlled experiments will be set up. The primary subjects of the experiments will be architects involved in the industrial cases. The secondary subjects of the experiment will be experienced software engineers, in casu, advanced master students. The definition of appropriate hypothesizes for the experiments will be crucial for the validity of the empirical studies.

VIII. STATE OF THE ART

Since the early 90’s multiple models for architecture descriptions (AD) have been proposed [26]. An AD captures architecturally relevant information of a software system. Well-known viewpoint-centric frameworks, such as [18] and [10], help to express modular, structural, runtime, and deployment views of the systems under development. A viewpoint-based AD serves as a blueprint of the operational system in which the stakeholder requirements are satisfied. Several Architectural Description Languages (ADLs) have been proposed for modeling architectures, such as ACME [14], xADL [11], AADL [13]. However, in practice often UML is used for describing software architectures, despite its limitations [23]. Defining a software architecture can be treated as a problem solving activity [4]. Requirements defines constrains on the problem to solve and the architect is expected to address them with a set of the design decision. Therefore, architecture can be seen as a set of design decisions [17]. Our approach is conform to the meta-model described in the ISO/IEC 42010 standard [16]. The standard proposes an architecture metamodel in which viewpoints and design decisions are expressed. The contribution of this research in the mentioned areas is twofold. Firstly, we aim to define an integrated architecture model that supports multiple views which are defined by different viewpoints representing different stakeholder concerns. Secondly, the architecture repository, which reifies the architectural model, provides an inter-operability layer between stakeholder viewpoints and domain-specific architectural artifacts.

Various approaches for variability modeling have been proposed. Integrated Variability Modelling (IVM) (variability is interwoven with the software artifacts) and Orthogonal Variability Modeling (OVM) (variability is modeled separately) are two different approaches for variability modeling. An example of OVM, based on Variability Point and Variant, is described in [27]. Other authors consider variability modeling from an extensional versus intensional perspective [26]. The extensional approach considers a SPL architecture as a “configurable architecture” (i.e. KOALA [2], COVAMOF [30], and xADL [11]). Intensional approaches capture variability as a change set to given base architecture. Examples of intensional approaches are [15], [21]. In this research, we will realize a concrete OVM approach. This approach is used to separate feature model from a base architecture. Therefore, separation of concerns and complexity management is achieved. However, the integrated variability view on a given part of the system can be achieved by definition of appropriate viewpoint.

Relations between architectural views are important for consistency checking, composition, tracing and model transformation [6]. The AMPLE Traceability Framework [1] is an example of model-driven approach to SPL traceability. In this framework four dimensions of traceability (refinement, similarity, variability, and versioning) are supported. DUALLY [22] supports meta-model level consistency and introduces tools for interoperability between different ADLs, using model transformation mechanisms. [5] proposes relations and compositions as first-class constructs in an ADL. These approaches provide a foundation on which we build our work.

View-based architecture knowledge and view relationships is one of the use case scenarios defined for architectural knowledge management (AKM) [19]. During the last years a number of AKM tools have been developed to support this scenario. Approaches based on the use of keyword-base query engines are SEI-ADWiki [3], ADkwik [29], EAGLE [12], and SEURAT [8]. Approaches based on query languages are ADDSS [9] (with a predefined set of queries), RDF query
language in Knowledge Architect [20], and ontology database Sesame with the SeRQL [7]. Support for stakeholder defined view on the architecture with existing tools is very limited. This research contributes to this with the introduction and realization of the Dynamic Viewpoints concept supported by an AQL.

IX. CONCLUSION

The motivation for the research proposed in this paper is the need for flexible generation of views of SPL architectures, tailored to the particular needs of the stakeholders. To tackle this problem, an Architecture Query Language Framework is proposed. This framework comprises (1) an architecture model with a supporting repository allowing modeling and reification of domain-specific SPL architectures, (2) Dynamic Viewpoints supporting on-demand view derivation from the model repository according to the stakeholder needs, and (3) an Architecture Query Language and an accompanying query engine which allows flexible and fine-grained querying of the model repository to derive on demand views according to a give viewpoint definition. The research will be evaluated in an empirical study in the context of master course on advanced software architecture, and validated on two cases studies with industrial partners.
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